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After this article [1] was published, concerns were raised about regions of similarity within the

microscopy images in Fig 2.

Specifically:

• There appear to be similarities between adjacent regions within the bottom right corner in

Fig 2A.

• There appear to be similarities between several regions within Fig 2C.

• There appear to be similarities between several regions within Fig 2F.

• There appear to be similarities between several regions within Fig 2G.

A set of underlying images for panels A-M of Fig 2 were provided.

Editorial assessment of the provided data identified additional concerns that some features

shown in the underlying images for Fig 2E and 2H do not appear to be present in the corre-

sponding published figure panels. In response to queries about this figure, the corresponding

author has indicated that panels within Fig 2 were altered to improve their aesthetics and to

cover artifacts, and that although some modifications were improper, this does not change the

final results.

The corresponding author was candid and cooperative throughout the process but in light

of the above issues, which raise concerns about the reliability of the reported results and data,

the PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases Editors retract this article.

AVAS, RCM, LHMM, EC, RP and FNM agreed with retraction and AVAS and FNM

apologize for the issues with the published article. AVAS, RP and FNM stand by the article’s

findings. FBF and AAM could not be reached.
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